
Letter from the Spanish Peninsula... 

This is the first in what may be an irregular, probably very irregular, series. 

Let me start with my hashing credentials. I first hashed with Surrey HHH in 1977 when I was 24 and 
was introduced by Lionel Tie (Dr TyePin). 

I have been a keen hasher ever since, but sometimes more in spirit than body, and this has been 
abused by Gurney ( Gibber / Uncle Gerry) to deny me the long and faithful hound badge. But I gather 
it was the old swine's birthday recently so happy birthday Gerry. 

Since 1977 I have hashed with too many hashes to remember in too many countries to recall. I have 
also introduced a few new hashers to the fold, notably Graham Chipping (ABBA) and Cherry (Green 
Peace). 

So I thought it might be easier just to list my top 10 hashes of all time between 1977 to date... 

1. In first place I list all my runs with Surrey HHH. You have the best countryside, many great hares 
and the finest ales - a winning combination! I really cannot choose a "best of.." and I cannot see any 
point. This, of course, includes many fine runs by yours truly :-) 

2. In number 2 place comes CL's tour of Naples and the surrounding countryside. We actually hashed 
ancient Pompeii - anarchy rules OK - Vesuvius, Capri (wonderful day) but the piece de resistance 
was landing by boat at the base of the cliffs in Positano and then hashing to the top of that 
Peninsular for a wonderful open air lunch with masses of wine. We then flew, at least that is how it 
felt at the time, down the other side of the hill to Sorrento - wonderful!!! That really should 
be repeated (just let me drive the van!) 

3. For various reasons I did not hash between 1980 and 1997 [That is SEVENTEEN YEARS! must have 
been busy!! -- Teq] but went to the Siena weekend in 1997 organised [organized, Jerry MB] by Milan 
and Rome (as I recall). A number of wonderful runs (Milan did these quite regularly and had a 
great team at the time) during one of which a gorgeous Italian lady swooned at my feet clearly 
overcome by my manly charms - some mentioned the extreme heat but I'm sure that was a 
secondary factor. It was also where I got my first name, T-Total as I was not drinking at the time. 
One of the things I really liked about Milan was the song stops. 

4. Jungle Hashing in Malaysia and Thailand. There was always the risk of getting lost especially as 
you could not see for too far as you were, no surprise, surrounded by jungle! There were also many 
stories of hashers getting lost and having to spend the night in the jungle, not a happy thought. Ko 
Samui hash often ran through the jungle and it was more limited being on an island. I do remember 
the Malaysian Interhash (no idea of the year) and a large lake we hashed round which some chose 
to swim and no doubt we did some jungle runs on the Chiang Mai Interhash, which is almost a 
complete blank. 

5. Hashing in Phnom Penh from a cattle truck was another favourite [favorite, Jerry MB]. I 
spent some months in Cambodia and I thought the cattle truck was a great idea. We would all be 
clinging on for dear life as the truck rattled its way to the hash site. We would sometimes 
encounter a snake or two, in jungles everywhere, but they seemed more worried about us than 
we were about them. 

6. I only went to a Penang hash once and I took a couple of newbies. For reasons I am not so clear 
on both of them arrived with laptops in small rucksacks – actually I think one of them was running 
some form of corporate news service. This proceeded to be a VERY bad idea as the hash involved 
climbing a VERY steep hill and then going back down again. It was tough without a laptop to carry 
and by the time my friends got back they were completely worn out. Anyway they were leaning 
against a wall trying to recover when the RA appeared and screamed at them "YOU F*CK*ING C*"TS, 



WHAT ARE YOU DOING LOUNGING AROUND IN MY CIRCLE!!!" Looking back on it I cannot help 
chortling but I believe neither has ever been hashing again. The RA did not know how to be 
humorous so he made up for it by being loud and obnoxious [heaven forbid! -- Teq] [Reminds me of 
a few – Petal]. 

7. I also did the first BEZUBA HHH weekend in the Bezuba (Bern/Zurich/Basel) triangle - billed as 
hashing in the twilight zone. The hashes were fine but it was bloody cold and we were staying in 
wood huts. Worse still we had three hashes involved with 3 GM's and 3 RA's all wanting their share 
of the limelight. Given we had all go pretty hot and steamed up hashing for an hour or two having 
to stand around for another hour or two while these clowns had their say was not ideal. At least 
Surrey HHH keep it short and sweet and it is fine if it lasts a bit longer with Milan HHH because it is 
usually nice and warm :-) 

6. This somewhat extends the definition of hashing in that I was researching a trail for the hash I 
organized [organized, Jerry MB]  in the Cinque Terre. But it was that time of the afternoon when it 
started to get dark and I took a wrong turning and got completely lost - even though I have been 
to the CT hundreds of times. I knew heading down was a bad idea as that would lead to the cliffs 
so I went upwards and ended crawling through undergrowth to safety for 2 hours. It was now night 
time and there was no light bar from my phone which I could only use sparingly. I finally emerged 
onto a road pretty much torn to pieces by all the brambles I had encountered and around 30 
minutes later staggered into the first bar I came to for some much needed sustenance. I rather 
dread to think what I must have looked like. 

7. A long tailed boat and a shanty town were the main features of my first hash in Bangkok. It was 
delightful, first the boat trip up the river and then the hash back to Bangkok. I particularly remember 
the children in the shanty town who were so delighted to see us. By western standards they had 
virtually nothing but they were full of fun. 

8. A red dress run in Istanbul with Lonely (and what was that blond's name?) is another highlight, 
quite a daring hash as part of the Turkish Interhash. We did get some strange looks and I do recall 
some shouting as well but we all survived as usual. 

9. Re-named by Mijas HHH, the bastards! I moved to Spain in 2013 and have done a good number 
of "runs" with Mijas HHH albeit the terrain over here is not ideal - but their weekend events, 
especially the wonderful weekend by the lakes near El Chorro and Caminito del Rey. At the end of 
one particularly long hash we swam across the lake. That was a perfect weekend and the 
countryside is stunning. Anyway the RA, "Colonic Irrigation", re-named me "T-Total My Arse" 
[hahahah -- Teq], but I guess if you get landed with a name like Colonic Irritation (sic) you may be 
inclined to do such things - he is also an excellent RA and extremely funny! 

10. My "hash" today. Finally I know hashing is more of a group activity but I often do similar trails 
by myself, partly as I may lay a trail. So I set off up a dry river bed to see where it lead and found 
myself meandering higher and higher and we are still in lockdown over here with strict time limits 
of when we are meant to be back safely locked up again - police state or what! So I headed down 
again and found an animal trail that took me back to familiar ground and then worked my way round 
to a natural temple in the campo. 

When I think about it hashing has opened so many doors to wonderful experiences and, if you travel, 
as I do, it is a great way to meet people and see stuff you would never see otherwise. Pretty much 
anywhere you go there is a hash not too far away with people happy to share a beer or two. 

T-Total MA 

P.S. It would be good to see some hash stories from others. 

 



 
 

From: Gurney 

Sent: 19 May 2020 14:06:27 (UTC+00:00) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London 

To: john@john-piper.com 

Cc: SH3 Committee; Piercy Richard 

Subject: Letter from the Spanish Peninsula 

 

John boy, nice to hear from you and about your Hash ramblings. Good to know you have chosen 
somewhere to hide nearly as safe as the UK. I must say on reflection that I feel a huge amount of 
guilt about not awarding you your 25 years Hashing badge when you only missed attendance by a 
mere 19 years. Very unreasonable of me. To clear my conscience I attached this badge now, which 
now as a domesticated family man (kindest regards to your lovely wife) you should have no 
problem in sewing on. 

As to your various memory points, some of which our paths crossed on, may I take the liberty of 
making a few observations being you appear to have been wearing rose tinted glasses whilst at the 
keyboard. 



1) Although being very kind about Surrey H3 and your own Runs, you overlooked a small failure 
on your part while representing SH3, namely the Gurkha 100K . Just short of the end we sat for 2 
hours by the side of the road while you attended to your blisters even though the Team had told 
you how avoid them, and what plasters etc. to bring. You did neither. As a result we eventually did 
it in 21 hours rather than 19, which meant that Napoleon/Seymour beat us home. He has never 
stopped reminding me of that, even though his Team subsequently dropped below us, loosing 
points through one of his Team crashing out (Fleming). No doubt a slip of the memory. 

2) A happy memory going down to Sorrento. However CL then persuaded some of us to go on, 
which stupidly we did, resulting in us hanging on to a chain on a vertical cliff section before getting 
to our destination. Brown underpants time. Not sure you did that leg. 

6) You have my sympathy in Hashing with Penang H3. They are quiet mad. About 18 months ago 
ran with them for the first time. Trail was up a hill, gradient 1 in 2, no path so scrambling through 
jungle in 33 degrees heat, before straight down again. They said only 4Ks but took 2 hours. Like you 
no sympathy from RA. Never again. 

6 - Again for some reason) You helped CL organize [organize, Jerry MB] the Cinque Terre trip. As 
you know all the villages are near the sea and railway. However you chose the one village on top of 
a hill which meant getting off the train required us to drag our cases up a steep hill for 1 mile. You 
never offered an explanation other than the village had happy memories. This was the trip where 
Chipping got stuck on a very steep section of the path and we had to rescue him as he refused to 
move. 

9) You wax lyrical about the Mijas Hash. However where were you at their big celebration bash 
last May. Surrey were there, including Mrs G and I. Were you ashamed of us, or away? 

  

One thing we can agree on is that some of our best memories, or even our best, are with the Hash. 
May it continue so, and hopefully our paths will cross again (you owe me many beers). I have had a 
new hip so in theory should be back to my best on the Hash. Unfortunately the rest of me has not 
been rebuilt so now reduced to a shuffling walk (like most of the Pack). Still the joy of Hashing is 
that it can be interpreted any way you want. 

May the virus not be with you. 

ON ON. 

Gerry.       


